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SOME EXPERIMENTS ON THE FLUTTER OF SWEPTBACK

CANTILEVER WING MODELS AT MACH NUMBER 1.3
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By W. J. Tuovila

SUMMARY

Flutter tests of sweptback cantilever wing models have been made
in a small intermittent two-dimensional supersonic tunnel where the
testing technique involved changing the structural parameters so that
the models would flutter at the tunnel design Mach number of 1.3. Data
for 21 models covering sweep angles from 30° to 600 and with varYing
parameters are included.

No attempt is made to correlate the data with analytical develop-
ments. However, reference values of flutter speed, obtained with a
swept-wing flutter analysis based on two-dimensional incompressible
flow, are compsxed with the experimental flutter speed in order to unify
the results. The incompressible-flow flutter theory appears very con-
servative for the 30° to 45° sweptback models and is in reasonable
agreement for the 600 sweptback models at Mach number 1.3. Caution
should be observed in extrapolating these data to conditions other than
those covered in the tests.

INTRODUCTION

-Present aircraft and missiles are being designed with swept-
back wings for operation at transonic speeds aridthe designer is faced
with a lack of theoretical and experimental information on the flutter
of such wings in this speed range. A few initial experiments on the
flutter of sweptback wings in the transonic speed range have been made
by a technique involving the use of rocket-propelled vehicles and the
results are reported in reference 1.

The present paper is devoted to the presentation of a limited
. amount of experimental results on the flutter of cantilever wings with

sweepback at Mach nu?iber1.3. These data were obtained with the aid of
a wind-tunnel technique making use of an intermittent supersonic wind

.
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tunnel with a t,estsection designed to operate at MacY number 1.3. The
—

technique used was that described in reference 2, whi~chpresents the
results of a similar series of tests on unswept cantilever wings, and ;

involves changing the structural parameters of the wing to yield flutter
at the operating Mach tiuniber. —

For the swept-wing tests reported herein, data on 21 models covering
a sweep range from 30° to,60° were obtainedj No attempt is made to ____ ::
correlate the data with any analytical developments, ,For convenience
in the presentation of.the results,

.4
howevefj reference values of flutter

speed obtained with the use of two-dimensi.ogalincompressible-flowtheory
have been calculated. The use of these calculated reference values helps
to uni~ the presentation of the results. . .

SYMBOLS :
. .

c chord, inches, measured perpendicular”to.the leadi~” edge

b semichord, feet, measured perpendicular to the leading @ge -- .

1’ length of model, inches, measu~d parallel to the leading .. ....:
edge 6:

P mass density of air in test section, slugs per cubic foot
-;

t thickness, inches 3

m ,IMWS of wing, slugs per wit spin .

l/tc mass-density ratio parameter (m/fipb2)

Ia mas,smoment of inertia of wing about elastic axis, slugs-
feet2 per unit span

—

. .- -...

‘o elastic sxis position in percent of chord from leading edge

xl wing center-of–gravityposition in percent chord from
leading edge

.-

.-

‘a nondimensional

K)

Ia
Sxis

?mb

fe

radius of gyration of wing about elastic

experimental flutter frequency,
h

cycles per second

.

—

.

T
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fh uncoupled first bending frequency, cycles per second

fa uncoupled first torsiop frequency, cycles per second

A angle of sweepback, degrees

(I3 theoretical flutter frequency, radians per second

% 21tf~

Q 2flfe

Ve experimental flutter velocity in feet per second, measured ‘
perpendicular to leading edge

‘A reference flutter velocity in feet per
perpendicular to leading edge, based
two-dimensional flow (reference 3)

MODELS AND TEST METHODS

“second,measured
on incompressible

The models that were used to obtain data for the present paper
were made of sitka spruce and were similar in construction to some of
the models used in the tests of reference 2. Some of the geometric,
physical, and mechanical properties of the models are listed in table 1.
The ranges of some of these properties are: sweep angles, 30° to 60°;
chord, measured perpendicular to the leading edge, 2 t~ 4.11 inches;
length, 6 to 15.4 inches; mass density parameter, 37 to 216; center-of-
gravity position, 25.8 to 58.2 percent chord; and elastic axis position,
32.O to 74.4 percent chord. The elastic axis position as used herein
was taken as the chordwise position measured perpendicular to the leading
edge at the three-quarter span station at which a normal concentrated
load produces no twist in a plane perpendicular to the leading edge of
the wing at this station.

Presented also in table 1 are”the uncoupled first bending mode
frequencies and the uncoupled first torsional mddel frequencies. The
uncoupled first bending mode frequency is taken as the coupled first
bending mode frequency which was obtained by flicking the tip of the
wing and recording the oscillations. The method used to evalute
approximately the uncoupled first torsional mode frequency is described
in appendix A.

The models were mounted as cantilevers arid’were tested at a Mach
number of 1.3 in an intermittent two-dimensional supersonic wind tunnel
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having a 9.2&inch by 18.23-inch test section. The testing technique
involved in~ecting the models irttoend retracting thergfrom the tunnel
while the flow was steady at Mach number 1;3. This technique was used
to avoid possible flutter that might occur @ring the-tunnel starting
and stopping transients. It was, therefore; necessa~ to adjust the
structural parameters of the models so that-flutter would occur at the
test Mach nuniber1.3 rather than to follow the usual procedure of.deter-
mining the flutter speed which is assoc:~atedwith a given combination
of parameters. Thus, if the model did not flutter when it was injected
into the air stream, chsmges were made in some of the~model parameters
and injection was again made. This process mwascontinued until the
flutte’rborder was found. or-the other hand, if there was evidence of
flutter while the model was being injected,-themodel was immediately
retracted and the structural parsme%ers chaiged. This process was also
repeated until the flutter border was found. Some of the models, however,
were tested in the transient speed range by-leaving them in the tunnel
while the tunnel velocity was increased slowly. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the test methods and photographs of the apparatus can be found
in reference 2.

Most of the parameter changes were brought about by changing the
center-of-gravityposition and the torsional stiffness. The center-of-
gravity position was changed by taping,strips of leadfoil to the leading
or trailing edge of the model and the torsi~nal stiffness was reduced by
cutting uniformly spaced slits parallel to.~he air st~esm. The addition’
of lead foil to the model altered the airfoil section-somewhatfrom t~~ ““
section shape listed in table 1. Reference 2 and other flutter tests,
however, indicate that section shape my be of minor importance.

,,

The flutter frequency, position of the,model in~he_tunnel, and the
static pressure in the test section were recorded simultaneouslyb-ya“‘- ““
I’eCOrdi~ oscillograph. -—

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental data on the 21 models tested are included in table 1,
Also shown in this table are the values of~he reference flutter-speed
coefficient (vA/~a) and the flutter-frequedcy ratio ‘(~A/~) that were
obtained from a swept-wing flutter EU@ysis that is b~sed o’nincompressible
two-dimensional flow. This analysis (see referenee 3) involved the use
of a bending mode shape and.a torsional mode shape and used a damping
coefficient of 0.03 for both bending and torsion. Fo~”convenience in-e
presentation of the results, the ratio of the experimental flutter speed
to this reference flutter speed was thefi-found. Thi~velocity ratio ‘e/vA..
is plotted against the angle of sweepback in figure 1. In the inspection

T
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of this figure it should be kept in mind that, because of the technique
used, all the data are for a Mach number of 1.3. It should also be kept
in mind that the reference flutter speed is based on a first mode tor-
sional frequency which is found approximately. The presentation of the
results in the ratio form shown helps to indicate how well incompressible-
flow theory applies at supersonic Mach number 1.3. The incompressible-
two-dimensional-flow flutter analysis appears very conse~ative for the
30°, 35°, end 45° models and is in reasonable agreement for the 60° models,

A possible combined aspect ratio and sweepback effect was observed
when some of the models were tested during the tunnel transient flow.
Of the models so tested, the 600 “sweptbackmodels with length-chord ratios
greater than 4 fluttered only at the top Mach number of 1.3. The 600
models with length-chord ratios less than 4 fluttered during the starting
transient (subsonic speeds) as well as exhibiting a flutter-border con-
dition at the top Mach number of 1.3. The 30° to 45° sweptback models
also exhibited a subsonic flutter as well as flutter at Mach number 1.3.

Model number 15 presents an interesting case since it has a center-
of-gravity position at 25.8 percent chord. This is usually adequate to
prevent the flutter of unswept wings. However, with 60° sweepback this
model fluttered. This result is consistent with incompressible-flow
swept-wing flutter theory which shows that a center-of-gravity location -
at 25 percent chor’ddoes not eliminate “thepossibility of flutter of
sweptback wings.

The results presented herein on the flutter test of 21 models at
Mach number 1.3 maybe useful in evaluating future analytical develop-
ments and also may be of direct use to designers. Caution should be
observed in making use of the data for conditions which are not covered
by these tests, particularly for wings having different mass-density
parsmeter, aspect ratio, center-of-gravity location, and Mach nuniber.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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Figure 2 illustrates the technique used to determine the uncoupled ...
first torsion fFequency. A yoke with a large:inertia iy is clamped
near the wing tip and the uncoupled first torsion frequency fY of the”
wing-yoke combination is excited while the mwlel is supported at the
elastic axis. It is then assumed that the following equations taken

-,-.

from appendix II of .=ference k may be used to calculate the uncoupled
first torsion frequency of the wing alone.

fa=l
r’~ $i

where

‘Y torsional frequency with yoke *.
—

Iy polar moment of inertia of yoke abut its center_of gravity
*

Iw total pokr moment of inertia of wing about the elastic S.XiS
—

(where the elastic axis is assumed straight and Pmallel to “-. ‘..~.
the leading edge) -1 -,

For large angles of sweepback snd low valies Of Z/c, the accuracy of
the calculated,valueof the uncoupled first torsion fre~uegcy fa is

.-

uncertain since the length Zl,-is taken arbitrarily as the length of
the wing model center line measured from the yoke to the z%ot.

—
Strain

—

gages at the root of each model were used in rneasuri~..theosci~t+ons ..-..:
of $he model.

= .7. =.
—

.
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Fi~~2. - Sketch of system used for determining uncoupled first torsion
f~& frequency.
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